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It is well known that if T is invertible and T−1 is its inverse, then
T−1[I + (T − T)T−1]−1 is the inverse of T for ‖(T − T)T−1‖ < 1.
The main purpose of this paper is to study the following problem: if
T− is an inner inverse of T and ‖(T − T)T−‖ < 1, is T−[I + (T − T)
T−]−1 an inner inverse of T? If the answer is no, when is T−[I +
(T − T)T−]−1 an inner inverse of T? In this paper, we give a com-
plete answer to these problems and provide some characterizations
for T−[I+(T−T)T−]−1 to be an inner inverse of T in Banach spaces.
Utilizing these results, we investigate similar problems for the gen-
eralized inverse, {1, 3}-inverse, {1, 4}-inverse, {1, 5}-inverse, {1, 2,
3}-inverse, {1, 2, 4}-inverse, Moore–Penrose inverse, group inverse
and Drazin inverse. The results obtained in this paper extend and
improve many recent results in this area.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
LetX and Y be Banach spaces. Let B(X, Y) denote the Banach space of all bounded linear operators
from X into Y . We write B(X) as B(X, X). For any T ∈ B(X, Y), we denote by N(T) and R(T) the null
space and respectively, the range of T . The identity operator will be denoted by I.
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Recall that an operator S ∈ B(Y, X) is said to be an inner inverse of T if it satisfies
TST = T . (1)
We always denote the inner inverse of T by T−. If T has an inner inverse T−, then TT− and T−T are
projectors with R(TT−) = R(T), N(T−T) = N(T), R(T) ∩ N(T−) = {0}, X and Y have the topological
direct sum decompositions:
X = N(T) ⊕ R(T−T), Y = N(TT−) ⊕ R(T).
The inner inverse is not unique in general. In order to force its uniqueness, further conditions have
to be imposed. The perhaps most convenient additional conditions are
STS = S; (2)
(TS)∗ = TS; (3)
(ST)∗ = ST; (4)
TS = ST . (5)
Of course, (3) and (4) always make sense in Hilbert spaces and (5) in B(X). One also considers a
generalization of (1),
(1k) TSTk = Tk
for some positive integer k. Clearly, (1) = (11).
Let θ ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be a nonempty set. If S ∈ B(Y, X) satisfies the equation (i) for all i ∈ θ , then
S is said to be a θ-inverse of T , which is denoted by Tθ [1,2,14]. As is well-known, each inverse has
its own property and function [1,2,14]. For example, the {1}-inverse is just the inner inverse and T−b
is always a solution of Tx = b for all b ∈ R(T). The {2}-inverse is the outer inverse, which has been
widely used in the approximation and Newton-like methods for singular operator equations [22]. The
{1, 2}-inverse of T is the generalized inverse T+, which has been widely used in numerical analysis
and nonlinear analysis and which defines complementary subspaces for N(T) as well as R(T) [14,18].
The T{1,3}b is a least squares solution of Tx = b for every b ∈ Y and T{1,4}b is the minimum norm
solution of Tx = b for every b ∈ R(T) [2]. The {1, 2, 3, 4}-inverse is exactly theMoore–Penrose inverse
T† and T†b is the minimal norm least squares solution of Tx = b [2].
Recall that an operator S ∈ B(X) is said to be the Drazin inverse of T ∈ B(X) if it satisfies (1k), (2)
and (5). The Drazin inverse is always denoted by TD and the smallest positive integer k is exactly
the index of T . When k = 1, the corresponding Drazin inverse is called the group inverse Tg , i.e,
group inverse ({1, 2, 5}-inverse) is Drazin inverse of degree 1. The Drazin inverse and group inverse
havemany useful applications in difference equations, linear systems of differential equations,Markov
chains and so on [2].
It is well known that if T is invertible and T−1 is its inverse, then T−1[I + (T − T)T−1]−1 is the
inverse of T for ‖(T − T)T−1‖ < 1. It is natural to ask such problem: if T− is an inner inverse of T
and ‖(T − T)T−‖ < 1, is T−[I + (T − T)T−]−1 an inner inverse of T? If the answer is no, when is
T−[I+(T−T)T−]−1 an inner inverse of T? Such problems have been investigated for the outer inverse
in [20–22,28], generalized inverse in [5–8,10,11,13–15,18–22,24,28,30–35], Moore–Penrose inverse
in [7,9,11,12,15,16,25,30,33], group inverse in [5,17,23] and Drazin inverse in [3–5,23,26,27,29]. As
we all know, T+[I + (T − T)T+]−1 maybe the simplest possible expression for the generalized in-
verse of the perturbed operator [9]. In [22], Nashed and Chen showed that T+[I + (T − T)T+]−1 is a
generalized inverse of T if
[I + (T − T)T+]−1T maps N(T) into R(T).
Recently, Ma improved the results of Nashed and Chen as follows:
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Theorem 1.1 [18,19]. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a generalized inverse T+ ∈ B(Y, X) and T ∈ B(X, Y) with
‖T+‖‖T − T‖ < 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) B = T+[I + (T − T)T+]−1 is a generalized inverse of T;
(2) R(T) ∩ N(T+) = {0};
(3) [I + (T − T)T+]−1TN(T) ⊆ R(T);
(4) [I + (T − T)T+]−1R(T) = R(T).
In the case of finite rank operator and the case of Moore–Penrose inverse, we have
Theorem 1.2 (Finite Rank Theorem, [18]). Let T ∈ B(X, Y) be of finite rank and T+ a generalized inverse
of T. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T+‖‖T − T‖ < 1. Then B = T+[I + (T − T)T+]−1 is a generalized inverse
of T if and only if
Rank T = Rank T < ∞.
Theorem 1.3 [9]. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y) with the Moore–Penrose inverse T† ∈
B(Y, X). If T ∈ B(X, Y) satisfies ‖T†‖‖T − T‖ < 1, then T†[I + (T − T)T†]−1 is the Moore–Penrose
inverse of T if and only if
R(T) = R(T) and N(T) = N(T).
In this paper, we first give an example to illustrate that even in the case of matrices, T−[I + (T −
T)T−]−1 may not be an inner inverse of T in general. Next, we provide some characterizations for
T−[I+ (T − T)T−]−1 to be an inner inverse of T for linear operators in Banach spaces. As applications,
we investigate the perturbation and expression for the generalized inverse, {1, 3}-inverse, {1, 4}-
inverse, {1, 5}-inverse, {1, 2, 3}-inverse, {1, 2, 4}-inverse, Moore–Penrose inverse, group inverse and
Drazin inverse. The results obtained in this paper extend and improvemany recent results in this area.
2. Main results
The following example shows that even in the case of matrices, T−[I + (T − T)T−]−1 may not


















⎠ is an inner inverse of T and
B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 = 1
1 + 2ε
⎛




Hence TBT = 1
1+2ε
⎛




= T , i.e., B is not an inner inverse of T .
The following theorems show the differences and similarities between the inner inverse and gen-
eralized inverse (see Theorem 1.1, Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3).
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Theorem 2.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with an inner inverse T− ∈ B(Y, X) and
δT ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T−‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then
B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 = (I + T−δT)−1T−
is an inner inverse of T = T + δT if and only if the following statements hold:
(1) R(T) ∩ N(T−) = {0};
(2) (I + δTT−)−1TN(T) ⊆ N(T−TT− − T−).
Proof. It follows from the well known Banach Lemma that B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 = (I + T−δT)−1T−
is well-defined and it is easy to see that B is a bounded linear operator with R(B) = R(T−) and
N(B) = N(T−).
Necessity. If B is an inner inverse of T , then for any y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(T−), y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(B). Hence
there exists an x ∈ X such that y = Tx and BTx = 0. Thus y = Tx = TBTx = 0. This implies
R(T)∩N(T−) = {0}. Next, for all x ∈ N(T), it follows from BTBTx = BTx that (BT − I)BTx = 0. Hence
[(I + T−δT)−1T−T − I]BTx = 0 and
(I + T−δT)−1[T−T − (I + T−δT)]BTx = 0,
i.e., (T−T − I)BTx = 0. Thus
(T−TT− − T−)(I + δTT−)−1Tx = (T−T − I)T−(I + δTT−)−1Tx
= (T−T − I)BTx = 0.
Therefore, we can get (I + δTT−)−1TN(T) ⊆ N(T−TT− − T−).
Sufficiency. For all x ∈ X , (I − T−T)x ∈ N(T). Then by (2), we can obtain
B(TBTx − Tx) = BT(BT − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1T−T(BT − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1T−T(I + T−δT)−1[T−T − (I + T−δT)]x
= (I + T−δT)−1T−T(I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1T−(T + δT)(I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I + I + T−δT)(I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1[(T−T − I)(I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)x + (T−T − I)x]
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)[(I + T−δT)−1 − I](T−T − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)(I + T−δT)−1[I − (I + T−δT)](T−T − I)x
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)(I + T−δT)−1T−δT(I − T−T)x
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I)T−(I + δTT−)−1δT(I − T−T)x
= (I + T−δT)−1(T−TT− − T−)(I + δTT−)−1T(I − T−T)x
= (I + T−δT)−10 = 0.
Thus TBTx − Tx ∈ N(B) ∩ R(T). Therefore by (1) and N(B) = N(T−), we can have TBTx = Tx for all
x ∈ X , i.e., B is an inner inverse of T . 
Remark 2.1. The condition (1) in Theorem 2.1 is the characterization for T+[I+ (T − T)T+]−1 to be a
generalized inverse of T (see Theorem 1.1) and the condition (2) seems to be more complex. Note that
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(2) holds naturally if N(T) ⊂ N(T) or T− is also an outer inverse. The following examples show that
they are independent and none of them can be deletable.
Example 2.2

















⎠∈ N(T−TT− − T−). Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, B is not an inner inverse of T .
















generalized inverse of T and obviously,






⎠ ∈ N(T−) ∩ R(T), we get R(T) ∩ N(T−) 
= {0}. By Theorem 2.1, B = T−(I +
δTT−)−1 is not an inner inverse of T .
Theorem 2.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y) with an inner inverse T− ∈ B(Y, X). Let
δT ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T−‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 is an inner inverse of T = T + δT;
(2) R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0};
(3) (I + δTT−)−1TN(T) ⊆ R(T);
(4) (I + δTT−)−1R(T) = R(T);
(5) (I + T−δT)−1N(T) = N(T).
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). If B is an inner inverse of T , then R(T) ∩ N(TB) = {0}. For any y ∈ N(TT−), we can
get T−y ∈ N(T) and y + δTT−y = y + TT−y. Hence
y = (I + δTT−)−1y + (I + δTT−)−1TT−y.
Thus by Theorem 2.1, we have
(T−TT− − T−)y = (T−TT− − T−)(I + δTT−)−1y,
i.e., T−y = (I − T−T)By. Therefore
T−TBy = T−(T + δT)By
= (T−T − I + I + T−δT)By
= (T−T − I)By + T−y = 0
and so BTBy = 0. Hence TBy = TBTBy = 0, i.e., y ∈ N(TB). This implies N(TT−) ⊆ N(TB). Noting
R(T) ∩ N(TB) = 0, we obtain R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0}.
(2) ⇒ (1). For all x ∈ X ,
TT−(TBTx − Tx) = TT−(T + δT)(BT − I)x
= T(T−T − I + I + T−δT)(I + T−δT)−1(T−T − I − T−δT)x
= T(T−T − I)x = 0,
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we get TBTx − Tx ∈ N(TT−). Combining it with TBTx − Tx ∈ R(T), by (2), we have TBTx = Tx, i.e., B
is an inner inverse of T .
(3) ⇒ (1). If (I + δTT−)−1TN(T) ⊆ R(T), then by R(T) ⊆ N(T−TT− − T−), we can get
(I + δTT−)−1TN(T) ⊆ N(T−TT− − T−).
Next, let y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(T−), then there exists x ∈ X such that y = Tx. Hence by X = N(T) ⊕ R(T−T),
y = Tx = T(x1 + x2), where x1 ∈ N(T) and x2 ∈ R(T−T). Thus we have (I + δTT−)−1Tx1 ∈ R(T)
and Tx2 = (T + δT)x2 = (T + δT)T−Tx2 = Tx2 + δTT−Tx2 = (I + δTT−)Tx2. So (I + δTT−)−1Tx2 =
Tx2 ∈ R(T). Noting y ∈ N(T−), we get (I + δTT−)y = y and hence
y = (I + δTT−)−1y = (I + δTT−)−1(Tx1 + Tx2) ∈ R(T).
Thus y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(T−) and so y = TT−y = 0. Therefore R(T) ∩ N(T−) = {0}. By Theorem 2.1, B is
an inner inverse of T .
(4) ⇒ (3). Obviously.
(1) ⇒ (4). If B is an inner inverse of T , then for any x ∈ X ,
Tx = TBTx = TT−(I + δTT−)−1Tx
= (T + δT)T−(I + δTT−)−1Tx
= (TT− − I + I + δTT−)(I + δTT−)−1Tx
= (TT− − I)(I + δTT−)−1Tx + Tx,
i.e., (I + δTT−)−1Tx = TT−(I + δTT−)−1Tx ∈ R(T). Thus (I + δTT−)−1R(T) ⊆ R(T). On the
other hand, (I + δTT−)Tx = TT−Tx ∈ R(T), which implies R(T) ⊆ (I + δTT−)−1R(T). Therefore,
(I + δTT−)−1R(T) = R(T).
(4) ⇒ (5) For any x ∈ N(T), then (I + T−δT)x = x − T−Tx ∈ N(T). Hence (I + T−δT)N(T) ⊆
N(T). Conversely, if x ∈ N(T), then by (4), there exists a y ∈ X such that
Tx = (I + δTT−)Ty = TT−Ty,
which implies x − T−Ty ∈ N(T). Hence
(I + T−δT)(x − T−Ty) = (I − T−T)(x − T−Ty) = x.
This implies N(T) ⊆ (I + T−δT)N(T). Therefore, (I + T−δT)−1N(T) = N(T).
(5) ⇒ (2) Let y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(TT−), then there exists an x ∈ X such that y = Tx and TT−Tx = 0.
Hence
T(I + T−δT)x = Tx + TT−δTx = Tx + TT−Tx − TT−Tx = TT−Tx = 0.
Thismeans (I+T−δT)x ∈ N(T). By (5), x ∈ N(T), soy = Tx = 0.NowwegetR(T)∩N(TT−) = {0}. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.2 is a direct generalization of main results in [7,8,11,12,14,18–20,22,25,33]


















⎠ is an inner inverse of T,
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R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0}
and B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 is an inner inverse of T .
It should be noted that in Example 2.3, R(T) = R(T). In fact, we have the following results.
Corollary 2.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T ∈ B(X, Y) with an inner inverse T− ∈ B(Y, X). Let
δT ∈ B(X, Y) satisfy ‖T−‖‖δT‖ < 1. If
R(T) ⊆ R(T) or N(T) ⊆ N(T),
then B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 is an inner inverse of T = T + δT.
Proof. If R(T) ⊂ R(T), then it follows from R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0} that R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0}. If
N(T) ⊆ N(T), then (I + δTT−)−1TN(T) = {0}. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, B is an inner inverse of T . 
Corollary 2.2 (Finite Rank Theorem). Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y)with an inner inverse
T− ∈ B(Y, X) and Rank T < +∞. If δT ∈ B(X, Y) satisfies ‖T−‖‖δT‖ < 1, then B = T−(I + δTT−)−1
is an inner inverse of T = T + δT if and only if
Rank T = Rank T < +∞.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the necessity can be proved. Next, we shall show the suf-
ficiency. By T(I + T−δT) = TT−T , we can get T = TT−T(I + T−δT)−1. Hence for any y ∈ Y ,
y = TT−y + (I − TT−)y = TT−TBy + (I − TT−)y = TBy + (I − TT−)(y − TBy) ∈ R(T) + N(TT−).
Therefore, Y = R(T) + N(TT−) and
Y = R(T) ⊕ N(TT−) = R− ⊕ N(TT−),
where R(T) = R− ⊕ [R(T) ∩ N(TT−)]. If Rank T = Rank T , then dim R(T) = dim R−. Hence,
R(T) = R−. Therefore, R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0}. By Theorem 2.2, B is an inner inverse of T . 
Corollary 2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with an inner inverse T− ∈ B(Y, X) and
dimN(T) < +∞. If δT ∈ B(X, Y) satisfies ‖T−‖‖δT‖ < 1, then B = T−(I + δTT−)−1 is an inner
inverse of T = T + δT if and only if
dimN(T) = dimN(T) < +∞.
Proof. Weonlyshowthesufficiency. SinceT = TT−T(I+T−δT)−1,wegetN(T) = (I+T−δT)N(TT−T).
If dimN(T) = dimN(T), the dimN(T) = dimN(TT−T). Noting N(T) ⊂ N(TT−T), we obtain
N(T) = N(TT−T). Then for any y ∈ R(T) ∩ N(TT−), then there exists a x ∈ X such that y = Tx
and TT−Tx = 0. This means x ∈ N(TT−T). Thus x ∈ N(T) which implies y = Tx = 0. Therefore
R(T) ∩ N(TT−) = {0}. By Theorem 2.2, B is an inner inverse of T . 
Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.1, Corollary 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 extend and improve many results in [7,8,
14,18,19,25,33].
Next, we shall use Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 to deal with the generalized inverse.
Theorem 2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a generalized inverse T+ ∈ B(Y, X)
and δT ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T+‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) B = T+(I + δTT+)−1 is a generalized inverse of T = T + δT;
(2) R(T) ∩ N(T+) = {0};
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(3) (I + δTT+)−1TN(T) ⊆ R(T);
(4) (I + δTT+)−1R(T) = R(T);
(5) (I + T+δT)−1N(T) = N(T).
Proof. If B is a generalized inverse of T , then by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, both (2), (3), (4) and
(5) hold. Conversely, if one of (2), (3), (4) and (5) holds, noting N(TT+) = N(T+), then by Theorem
2.2, we can see that B is an inner inverse of T . Next, for all y ∈ Y , we get
BTBy = T+(I + δTT+)−1TT+(I + δTT+)−1y
= T+(I + δTT+)−1(T + δT)T+(I + δTT+)−1y
= T+(I + δTT+)−1(TT+ + δTT+TT+)(I + δTT+)−1y
= T+(I + δTT+)−1(I + δTT+)TT+(I + δTT+)−1y
= T+(I + δTT+)−1y = By,
i.e., B is an outer inverse of T . Therefore, B is a generalized inverse of T . 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 generalizes of main results in [7,8,11,12,14,18,22,25,33,35]. Particularly,
in [8], T is called to be a stable perturbation of T if T satisfies R(T) ∩ N(T+) = {0}, which plays an
important role in perturbation analysis of generalized inverses and has been widely used in nonlinear
analysis [18].
To consider the case of the {1, 3}-inverse, {1, 4}-inverse, {1, 2, 3}-inverse, {1, 2, 4}-inverse and
Moore–Penrose inverse, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a Banach space. If X has the following two topological direct sum decompositions:
X = M ⊕ N = M1 ⊕ N1,
where M ⊆ M1 and N ⊆ N1, then M = M1 and N = N1.
Proof. We only showM = M1. For all x ∈ M1, x can be expressed by x = x1 + x2, where x1 ∈ M and
x2 ∈ N. SinceM ⊆ M1 and N ⊆ N1,
x2 = x − x1 ∈ M1 ∩ N1 = {0}.
Hence x = x1 ∈ M. This impliesM1 ⊆ M. Thus we can getM = M1. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a {1, 3}-inverse T{1,3} ∈ B(Y, X) and
δT ∈ B(X, Y)with ‖T{1,3}‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then B = T{1,3}(I+ δTT{1,3})−1 is a {1, 3}-inverse of T = T + δT
if and only if
R(T) ⊆ R(T).
Proof
Necessity. If B is a {1, 3}-inverse of T , as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 ((1) ⇒ (2).), we can get
N(TT{1,3}) ⊆ N(TB). Noting
Y = R(T)+˙N(TT{1,3}) = R(T)+˙N(TB),
where +˙ denotes the orthogonal topological direct sum, we can see
R(T) = (N(TB))⊥ ⊆ (N(TT{1,3}))⊥ = R(T).
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Sufficiency. If R(T) ⊆ R(T), then by Corollary 2.1, we know that B is an inner inverse of T . Hence
Y = R(T) ⊕ N(TB). For any y ∈ N(TB), then BTBy = 0, i.e., (I + T{1,3}δT)−1T{1,3}TBy = 0. Hence
T{1,3}TBy = 0. Noting
0 = T{1,3}TBy = T{1,3}(T + δT)By
= (T{1,3}T − I + I + T{1,3}δT)By
= (T{1,3}T − I)By + T{1,3}y,
we can get T{1,3}y = (I − T{1,3}T)By ∈ N(T). Therefore, TT{1,3}y = 0 which implies N(TB) ⊆
N(TT{1,3}). According to Lemma 2.1 and
Y = R(T)+˙N(TT{1,3}),
we can get R(T) = R(T) and N(TB) = N(TT{1,3}). Hence Y = R(T)+˙N(TB). Thus B is a {1, 3}-inverse
of T . 
Theorem 2.5. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a {1, 4}-inverse T{1,4} ∈ B(Y, X) and
δT ∈ B(X, Y)with ‖T{1,4}‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then B = T{1,4}(I+ δTT{1,4})−1 is a {1, 4}-inverse of T = T + δT
if and only if
N(T) ⊆ N(T).
Proof
Sufficiency. If N(T) ⊆ N(T), then by Corollary 2.1, we know that B is an inner inverse of T . Hence
X = N(T)⊕ R(BT). In the following, we shall show R(T{1,4}T) ⊆ R(BT). In fact, for any x ∈ X , we have
(I + δTT{1,4})Tx = Tx + (T − T)T{1,4}Tx = TT{1,4}Tx
and hence Tx = (I + δTT{1,4})−1TT{1,4}Tx. Then
T{1,4}Tx = T{1,4}(I + δTT{1,4})−1TT{1,4}Tx = BTT{1,4}Tx ∈ R(BT).
By Lemma 2.1 and X = N(T)+˙R(T{1,4}T), we can get N(T) = N(T) and R(BT) = R(T{1,4}T). Hence
X = N(T)+˙R(BT). Thus B is a {1, 4}-inverse of T .
Necessity. If B is a {1, 4}-inverse of T , then
X = N(T)+˙R(T{1,4}T) = N(T)+˙R(BT).
It suffices to show R(BT) ⊆ R(T{1,4}T). In fact, for all x ∈ X , we get
BTx = BT(x − T{1,4}Tx) + BTT{1,4}Tx = BT(x − T{1,4}Tx) + T{1,4}Tx.
Noting x − T{1,4}Tx ∈ N(T), by Theorem 2.1, we obtain
BT(x − T{1,4}Tx) = T{1,4}(I + δTT{1,4})−1T(x − T{1,4}Tx)
∈ N(T{1,4}T − I) = R(T{1,4}T).
Thus R(BT) ⊆ R(T{1,4}T) and we can get
N(T) = (R(T{1,4}T))⊥ ⊆ (R(BT))⊥ = N(T). 
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Theorem 2.6. Let X and Y be two Hilbert spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a {1, 2, 3}-inverse T{1,2,3} ∈
B(Y, X) and δT ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T{1,2,3}‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then B = T{1,2,3}(I + δTT{1,2,3})−1 is a {1, 2, 3}-
inverse of T = T + δT if and only if
R(T) = R(T).
Proof. If R(T) = R(T), then by Theorem 2.3, we can have that B is a generalized inverse of T . Hence
Y = R(T) ⊕ N(B). Noting N(B) = N(T{1,2,3}) and Y = R(T)+˙N(T{1,2,3}), by Lemma 2.1, we can
get Y = R(T)+˙N(B). Thus TB = P⊥R(T) and so (TB)∗ = TB. This implies that B is a {1, 2, 3}-
inverse of T .
If B is a {1, 2, 3}-inverse of T , then Y = R(T)+˙N(B). Noting N(B) = N(T{1,2,3}), we can see
Y = R(T)+˙N(T{1,2,3}). Since Y = R(T)+˙N(T{1,2,3}), we have
R(T) = N(T{1,2,3})⊥ = R(T). 
Similarly, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y) with a {1, 2, 4}-inverse T{1,2,4} ∈ B(Y, X)
and δT ∈ B(X, Y)with ‖T{1,2,4}‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then B = T{1,2,4}(I + δTT{1,2,4})−1 is a {1, 2, 4}-inverse of
T = T + δT if and only if
N(T) = N(T).
By Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7, we can get the next theorem which gives a characterization for
the Moore–Penrose inverses of T to have the simplest expression T†(I + δTT†)−1.
Theorem2.8. Let X andY beHilbert spaces. Let T ∈ B(X, Y)with theMoore–Penrose inverse T† ∈ B(Y, X)
and δT ∈ B(X, Y) with ‖T†‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then B = T†(I + δTT†)−1 is the Moore–Penrose inverse of T if
and only if
R(T) = R(T) and N(T) = N(T).
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.8 has been proved in [9]. Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 point out the sub-
stantial meaning of the range preserving and null spaces preserving, respectively.
In the following, we shall consider the {1, 5}-inverse, group inverse and Drazin inverse.
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a Banach space. Let T, δT ∈ B(X) with a {1, 5}-inverse T{1,5} ∈ B(X) and
‖T{1,5}‖‖δT‖ < 1. Then
B = T{1,5}(I + δTT{1,5})−1 = (I + T{1,5}δT)−1T{1,5}
is a {1, 5}-inverse of T = T + δT if and only if the following statements hold:
(1) R(T) ∩ N(T) = {0};
(2) TT{1,5}T = TT{1,5}T .
Proof
Necessity. It is easy to verify thatN(TT{1,5}) = N(T{1,5}T) = N(T). If B is a {1, 5}-inverse of T , then
by Theorem 2.2, we have R(T) ∩ N(TT{1,5}) = {0}. Hence R(T) ∩ N(T) = {0}. Also, we have BT = TB,
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i.e.,
(I + T{1,5}δT)−1T{1,5}T = TT{1,5}(I + δTT{1,5})−1.
Hence
T{1,5}(T + δT)(I + δTT{1,5}) = (I + T{1,5}δT)(T + δT)T{1,5}
and
T{1,5}TδTT{1,5} + T{1,5}δT = T{1,5}δTTT{1,5} + δTT{1,5}.
Thus
T{1,5}TTT{1,5} + T{1,5}T = T{1,5}TTT{1,5} + TT{1,5}
and
(T{1,5}T − I)TT{1,5} = T{1,5}T(TT{1,5} − I).
Therefore,
(T{1,5}T − I)TT{1,5}T = TT{1,5}T(TT{1,5} − I) = 0
and so
TT{1,5}T = T{1,5}TTT{1,5}T = TT{1,5}TTT{1,5} = TT{1,5}T .
Sufficiency. If R(T) ∩ N(T) = {0} holds, then R(T) ∩ N(TT{1,5}) = {0}. By Theorem 2.2, we know
that B is an inner inverse of T . To the end, we shall show BT = TB. In fact, since TT{1,5}T = TT{1,5}T,
we have T − TT{1,5}T = T − TT{1,5}T . Hence for all x ∈ X ,
T(I − T{1,5}T)x = (I − TT{1,5})Tx ∈ R(T) ∩ N(T).
Thus T = TT{1,5}T = TT{1,5}T and so
TT{1,5}TT{1,5} + T{1,5}T = T{1,5}TT{1,5}T + TT{1,5}.
Therefore, as in the proof of Necessity, we can get BT = TB. 
The following examples show that the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 2.9 are independent and
none of them can be deletable.
Example 2.4
(1) In Example 2.1, we can verify that T− is also a {1, 5}-inverse of T , TT−T = TT−T, R(T)∩N(T) 
=
{0} and B is not a {1, 5}-inverse of T .
(2) In Example 2.3, we can verify that T− is a {1, 5}-inverse of T , R(T)∩N(T) = {0}, TT−T 
= TT−T
and B is not a {1, 5}-inverse of T .
Theorem 2.10. Let T ∈ B(X) with the group inverse Tg ∈ B(X) and δT ∈ B(X) with ‖Tg‖‖δT‖ < 1.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) B = Tg(I + δTTg)−1 is the group inverse of T = T + δT;
(2) R(T) ⊆ R(T) and N(T) ⊆ N(T);
(3) T = TTgT = TTgT .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). If B is the group inverse of T , then
R(T) = R(TB) = R(BT) = R(B) = R(Tg) = R(T)
and
N(T) = N(BT) = N(TB) = N(B) = N(Tg) = N(T).
Hence R(T) ⊆ R(T) and N(T) ⊆ N(T).
(2) ⇒ (3). Since R(I − TgT) = N(T) ⊆ N(T) and R(T) ⊆ R(T) = N(I − TTg), we have
T − TTgT = T(I − TgT) = 0
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and
T − TTgT = (I − TTg)T = 0.
Thus T = TTgT = TTgT .
(3) ⇒ (1). Since T = TTgT , we get R(T) ⊆ R(T). Then by R(T) ∩ N(Tg) = {0} and N(T) = N(Tg),
we have R(T) ∩ N(Tg) = R(T) ∩ N(T) = {0}. From Theorem 2.3, B is a generalized inverse of T . It
follows from Theorem 2.9 that B is also a {1, 5}-inverse of T . Therefore, B is the group inverse of T . 
Remark 2.6. Many similar perturbation and expressions for group inverse have been investigated in
[5,17].
Theorem 2.11. Let T ∈ B(X) with the Drazin inverse TD ∈ B(X) and δT ∈ B(X) with ‖TD‖‖δT‖ < 1.
Then
B = TD(I + δTTD)−1 = (I + TDδT)−1TD
is the Drazin inverse of T = T + δT if and only if the following statements hold:
(1) TTD = TDTTTD and TDT = TDTTTD;
(2) there exists a positive integer k ∈ N such that Tk(I − TTD) = 0.
In this case, BT = TDT and the smallest k is just the index of T.
Proof
Necessity. If B is the Drazin inverse of T , then BT = TB, i.e.,
(I + TDδT)−1TDT = TTD(I + δTTD)−1.
Hence
TDT[I + (T − T)TD] = [I + TD(T − T)]TTD
and
(TDT − I)TTD = TDT(TTD − I).
Therefore,
(TDT − I)TTD = (TDT − I)TTDTTD
= TDT(TTD − I)TTD = 0
which implies TTD = TDTTTD. Similarly,
TDT(TTD − I) = TDTTDT(TTD − I)
= TDT(TDT − I)TTD = 0
which implies TDT = TDTTTD. Thus (1) holds. Also, we have
TB = TTD(I + δTTD)−1
= TDTTTD(I + δTTD)−1
= TDT(T + δT)TD(I + δTTD)−1
= TDT(TTD + δTTD)(I + δTTD)−1
= TDT(I + δTTD)(I + δTTD)−1 = TDT
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and so BT = TTD. Let k ∈ N be the index of T , then
T
k
(I − TTD) = Tk(I − BT) = Tk − BTk+1 = 0,
i.e., (2) holds.
Sufficiency. If (1) holds, then as the proof in the necessity, we can obtain TB = TDT . Since
BT = (I + TDδT)−1TDT
= (I + TDδT)−1TDTTTD
= (I + TDδT)−1TD(T + δT)TTD
= (I + TDδT)−1(TTD + TDδT)TTD
= (I + TDδT)−1(I + TDδT)TTD = TTD
we can get TB = BT . Noting for all y ∈ Y , we have
BTBy = TD(I + δTTD)−1TTD(I + δTTD)−1y
= TD(I + δTTD)−1(T + δT)TD(I + δTTD)−1y
= TD(I + δTTD)−1(TTD + δTTDTTD)(I + δTTD)−1y
= TD(I + δTTD)−1(I + δTTD)TTD(I + δTTD)−1y
= TD(I + δTTD)−1y = By,
i.e., B is an outer inverse of T . To the end, we need to show BT
k+1 = Tk . In fact, by (2), we have
T
k − BTk+1 = Tk(I − BT) = Tk(I − TTD) = 0.
Therefore, B is the Drazin inverse of T . 
Remark 2.7. Many similar perturbation and expression for Drazin inverse have been investigated in
[3–5,23,26,27,29].
Let us remark that as a direct corollary of Theorem 2.11, we obtain the known result for matrices
in [27].
Corollary 2.4. Let X be a Banach space. Let T ∈ B(X) with the Drazin inverse TD ∈ B(X) and δT ∈ B(X)
with ‖TD‖‖δT‖ < 1. If
δT = TTDδT = δTTDT,
then T = T + δT is Drazin invertible, TD = TD(I + δTTD)−1, TDT = TDT and index(T) = index(T).
Proof. If δT = TTDδT = δTTDT, then TDδT = TDδTTDT and δTTD = TTDδTTD. Hence
TTD = TTD + δTTD = TTDTTD + TTDδTTD = TTDTTD
and
TDT = TDT + TDδT = TDTTDT + TDδTTDT = TDTTDT .
As in Theorem 2.11, we can get TB = BT = TTD. Thus
T − TBT = T(I − BT) = T(I − TTD) = T(I − TTD).
Let k ∈ N be the index of T , then
T
k
(I − TTD) = Tk(I − BT) = (T − TBT)k = (T − TTDT)k = 0.
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Therefore, byTheorem2.11,wecan conclude thatB is theDrazin inverseof T ,BT = TDT and index(T) =
index(T). 
Remark 2.8. The condition δT = TTDδT = δTTDT is called the condition (W) in [23,27],which appear
as a sufficient condition to ensure that B = TD(I + δTTD)−1 is the Drazin inverse of T . In the case of
Banach algebras, similar results have been proved in [23].
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